
 Oracle Dark Skies Committee
Minutes Jan 14, 2016

Attendees: Mike Weasner 520-289-3402, mweasner@mac.com; Evaline Auerbach 
520-610-8742, evalineja@icloud.com; Wendy Ostrander, 520-896-2951; Zenia Fera 
773-474-6821, xenya3923@hotmail; Charlotte Poole 520-850-4641, charpoole@q.com; Nancy 
Brodeur 520-999-7901, lillycat60; Donald Brodeur 520-999-7901, dnbrodeur@msn.com; Steve 
Lanyon 303-472-6828, slanyon@mac.com; Chip Parfet 303-257-9475, cparfet@gmail.com; 
Jennifer Rinio, 520-896-2425, jrinio@azstateparks.gov

The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as written.

Treasurers report: Weasner reported  $300.55 in the account, mostly in cash. $22.00 from OSP 
astrophotography grand opening. $165.00 donation from El Rancho Robles guests where 
Ostrander, Poole, and Weasner had given a presentation and telescope viewing to a group of 
people staying there.  $37.85 in PayPal.  There are no outstanding reimbursements.  (Report 
attached).

Also, Weasner has signed the agreement for the Arizona State Parks grant money that 
comes in whenever ODSC does official dark sky events. ($50.00 stipends per official event).  

Business:
Summit Hut has a $2000 grant to be applied for by those who do outdoor experiences. ODSC 
could apply.  The committee agreed to Weasner applying for that.

With more money coming in, a treasurer is needed. Poole agreed to be elected as Treasurer 
only to back up Weasner, who has been handling it, and to audit the account.
 
The brochure (attached) is still pending corrections and additions. Offered:
• use white background, larger font, black font, no border.
• add a way to make donations through PayPal to the brochure.
Online printing costs for brochure - $1.20 plus 2 cents to fold.  A little bit more at store.  Get 250 
- agreed at committee.  Finalize copy next month.

The committee has only three - four light pollution pins, which have been going out for donations 
at events:  The committee agreed to make more which would also include the mention of Dark 
Skies on it, as soon as there is money.

A new sign will go up at Oracle State Park. It might not be up yet by the event on Jan 23.

Light pollution community report - Weasner
Phelps at Oracle Ford was contacted after the bright lights thad been turned on again. It was an 
error involving a new sign. Now they have pulled out the light bulbs.

Sun Zia Project
• Weasner has drafted a letter/email from ODSC (attached, along with the announcement that 

prompted the letter).  These are the elements of the letter:
• The ODSC opposes a certificate of compatibility to SunZia.
• A history of the International Dark Skies designation at OSP shows broad support for dark 

skies in this area. The main concern would be locating lighted towers near Oracle State 
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Park, International Dark Sky Park.  Another concern  would be that the natural activity of the 
fauna of the park would be interrupted and disturbed. Of particular concern is how the 
towers and lines would negatively influence the San Pedro River flyway.  All of these would 
reduce visitorship at OSP, interfering with programs at the Park.

• In addition, the Committee would like to raise concerns about whether the project is needed. 
With solar and wind systems, energy efficient appliances, and reductions in excess lighting, 
the need for antiquated systems like the SunZia project are rapidly disappearing. We need 
to cut ties to century old technology.  

• Rinio has sent a letter up through the chain of the State Park System asking ASP to take a 
stand on this issue.

Circle-K: 
• There has been a continuing problem at the West Circle-K with light from the bulbs over the 

pump area extending out into the neighborhood. Weasner brought the committee up to date 
on his previous attempts with two different managers to resolve the problem. There is now 
an additional problem with one of the glass enclosures being broken, allowing one of the 
bulbs to shine out into traffic on American Avenue.

• Weasner had prepared a hard copy letter to go to two places: the office of the president in 
Tempe, AZ and the CEO at the parent company in Canada. The letter contains current 
pictures from December and a picture of how the lights shine up on the hill across from the 
store.

• On January 8, Weasner went to the store and found that the first manager, who had 
promised to work with him, was back and that he still wanted to do something. The manager 
requested that we still send the letter.

• The letter asked that some resolution be reached or agreed upon by March 5, the day of the 
celebration of the first anniversary of the designation of OSP as an International Dark Sky 
Park.

• Weasner then read the letter to the committee and asked for suggestions.
• Some said that it might be best to soften the letter somewhat by adding in different places 

that we are not asking that any lights be turned off or even changed in output, but that the 
shielding be used appropriately to shine the light to where it is needed.

• Final letter attached.

Past events:
• The Adam Block exhibit was generally successful. ODSC provided food and Weasner talked 

at the opening on November 7, 2015.
• December 20 ended the exhibit at an advertised and well-attended presentation and talk by 

Adam Block. Those committee members who had attended the latter were enthusiastic in 
their praise of that presentation because of it’s unexpected elucidation on so much about 
astrophotography and art.

Upcoming Events
• Sat. Jan 23 is Richard  Boyer’s “Adventures with the Moon” presentation at 7:30. ODSC will 

be hosting viewing with the telescopes, weather permitting, from sunset (about 6:00) until 
the program start.  Auerbach and some other people volunteered to be there to help with 
that

• On March 5 an event is scheduled at OSP for the first anniversary of the designation as an 
International Dark Sky Park. The event will end with a Star party. Other events (to be 
announced) are being planned for the day. Weasner’s astrophotography workshop will be 



reprised and a “play time” at the telescopes is planned for the night. Rinio will check with 
amateur astronomy groups.

• The IDA has been invited to use OSP for any events during International Dark Sky Week 
April 4 - 10. However, they have not yet started their planning.

• September 10 is the next listed OSP star party date.
• Around October 19, 2016, an event is planned in conjunction with the Oracle Historical 

Society to celebrate the Centennial of the gift of Oracle’s Lavinia Steward (represented now 
by the Steward House) to found the Steward Observatory on the U of AZ campus.  See 
https://www.as.arizona.edu/sites/default/files/Steward_History_p1.pdf. The committee 
approved the appointment of Evaline Auerbach to work with the OHS on this event.

• At some time the Oracle Piano Society creative director, Jack Cook, would be interested in 
presenting a joint program with the OSP, a program of celestial music. Evaline Auerbach will 
also work with that organization.

Announcements
• At the latest Friends of Oracle State Park meeting a man came up to Weasner and wanted 

to donate an 8-inch Dobsonian telescope.  It will probably be donated to the Friends group.
• Weasner was once again a judge at Mt. Vista school science fair in December 2015.  He 

made an offer to the science teacher that if they want to do an astronomy or light pollution 
project, he will take the winner to his observatory. 

• Weasner presented two surprises: the $165.00 from the El Rancho Robles event (see 
treasurer’s report above.) He also had three calendars from IDA to give away.  Three people 
eagerly took them.

• Fera requested that Weasner talk to Women’s club at Saddlebrooke Ranch in two or three 
months.  He agreed.

The meeting was adjourned.

Signed,

Evaline J. Auerbach, Recorder

Signed,

Mike Weasner, Chair

attachments:

https://www.as.arizona.edu/sites/default/files/Steward_History_p1.pdf


ODSC	Income	&	Expenses	2015	

Prepared	by	Charlo=e	Poole

2015 ODSC Income

Date Item Description Amount
  Donations 

& 
Fundraising

Sales  Outreach & 
Education

 Events & 
Projects 

FOSP 
Donations ODSC Grants

02/11/15 AZ	State	Parks	star	party Supported	2	Jan	OSP	star	parDes $96.80 $96.80
03/21/15 Individual	donaDon Received	at	21	March	OSP	event $10.00 $10.00
04/02/15 AZ	State	Parks	star	party Supported	Mar	OSP	star	party $48.25 $48.25
09/26/15 DonaDons American	Flag	Ranch	event $40.00 $40.00
10/10/15 DonaDons OSP	Star	Party $21.00 $21.00
11/04/15 DonaDons Swap	Meet	music	(Rinio) $70.00 $70.00
11/07/15 DonaDons OSP	Astrophotography	Exhibit $22.00 $22.00
12/29/15 DonaDons El	Rancho	Robles	star	party $165.00 $165.00

Actual Income $473.05 $328.00 $0.00 $145.05 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Budgeted Amount

2015 ODSC Expenses

Date Item Description Amount Fundraising Office 
Expenses

Outreach & 
Education

Events & 
Projects

Equipment 
Purchase

Equipment 
Maintenance Travel

04/12/15 ODSC	Display	Board OfficeMax	prinDng $107.20 $107.20

08/05/15 ODSC	DonaDon	Jar Container	Store	purchase $4.32 $4.32

08/19/15 No	Light	PolluDon	pins	(qty	20) Henry	the	Bu=onsmith $40.00 $40.00

09/23/15 ODSC	Business	Cards	(qty	100) OfficeMax	prinDng $20.98 $20.98

Actual Expenses $172.50 $44.32 $128.18 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Budgeted Amount

2015 ODSC Net Balance $300.55
9/7/2015 Paypal	Balance $37.85

12/29/2015 Cash	Balance $263.00
*	pending	reimbursement	to	Weasner
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---------- Forwarded message ----------¬
From: Cascabel Community Center <cascabel4me@yahoo.com>¬
Date: Tue, 12 Jan 2016 03:26:57 +0000 (UTC)¬
Subject: Cascabel needs your help!¬
To: Cascabel Community Center <cascabel4me@yahoo.com>¬
¬
The Arizona Corporation Commission will be meeting in early February¬
to consider granting a Certificate of Environmental Compatibility to¬
the SunZia Transmission Project.  This would be the last regulatory¬
hurdle for this ill-conceived, green-washed, mega-transmission line¬
that would open a massive new utility corridor through 30 miles of the¬
San Pedro River Valley.  For more info see¬
http://cascabelworkinggroup.org/SZhome.html¬
¬
¬
¬
There is precedent for the Commission denying a Certificate for such a¬
project.  It happened when the public packed the house at their¬
meeting.  Please help us do that again for SunZia!  The probable¬
meeting date is February 2, maybe extending to February 3.  Consider¬
keeping your schedule open in order to attend this important meeting¬
at ACC offices, 1200 West Washington, Phoenix, Arizona.¬
¬
Meanwhile, people can write directly to the Commissioners about the¬
project.  Email addresses are as follows:¬
¬
Bob Burns, RBurns-web@azcc.gov¬
Tom Forese, Forese-web@azcc.gov¬
Doug Little, Acting Chairman, Little-web@azcc.gov¬
Bob Stump, Stump-web@azcc.gov¬
Andy Tobin, Tobin-web@azcc.gov¬
¬
The mailing address for all commissioners is as follows:¬
¬
Arizona Corporation Commission¬
Commissioners Wing¬
1200 W. Washington - 2nd Floor¬
Phoenix, Arizona 85007¬
¬
After the meeting agenda is released, you can sign up to speak on-line¬
at https://requesttospeak.azcc.gov/.  You can also wait and sign up to¬
speak at the kiosk prior to the meeting in Phoenix, too, but it's best¬
to be on the list beforehand.¬
¬
Please consider attending, even if you don't want to speak.  We plan¬
to provide carpooling service.¬
if you would like a ride or if you can provide a ride,¬
contact Pearl Mast at 212-4628, cpearlmast@gmail.com or¬
Anna Lands at 212-9853¬
¬
Details to follow as we get closer to the date.¬
Thanks,¬
Pearl Mast¬
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for the Cascabel Working Group board¬
=========================================¬
¬
As Chair of the Oracle Dark Skies Committee, I am writing to you on behalf of the Committee and the 
Community of Oracle, Arizona, to OPPOSE the Arizona Corporation Commission granting a Certificate of 
Environmental Compatibility to the SunZia Transmission Project.¬
¬
In April 2014, the Oracle Dark Skies Committee was formed to pursue a designation of "International Dark 
Sky Park" (IDSP) for Oracle State Park Center for Environmental Education.  As part of that effort the 
Committee reached out to local homeowners and local businesses to raise awareness of the impacts of Light 
Pollution on human health, wildlife, the environment, energy costs, the economy, safety and security, 
astronomy, and our cultural heritage of the night sky.  The local support was and continues to be 
outstanding, with local people appreciating the efforts of their neighbors to have responsible and smart 
lighting.  The International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) awarded Oracle State Park with the IDSP 
designation in October 2014.  Oracle State Park was the 20th park in the world and the first in the 
Arizona State Parks system to receive this important designation.¬
¬
We have major concerns with the SunZia Transmission Project that would locate many illuminated towers near 
Oracle State Park and the Community of Oracle.  The Project could have serious impacts on the quality of 
the night sky at Arizona's "International Dark Sky Park" and the surrounding area.  The towers would also 
negatively distract from the outstanding views available at the Park of the landscape.  The light impacts 
from the towers could also negatively influence local wildlife and potentially change migration patterns 
along the very important San Pedro River flyway.  All of these impacts would significantly hurt the 
environment and would over time reduce visitorship at the Park due to the deteriorating environment and 
the lost of what makes Oracle State Park a special place for local, in-state, out-of-state, and even 
international visitors.  Such a loss would be devastating to the attractiveness of the area and would be 
detrimental to the local economy.¬
¬
Although the environmental impacts are serious enough to warrant denial of the Certificate of 
Environmental Compatibility to the SunZia Transmission Project, we must also raise the concern as to 
whether this Project is actually needed to supply the energy needs of Arizona.  With the growth of solar 
power usage; more public awareness of the need for energy conservation; more energy efficient appliances, 
lights, and devices; and yes, increasing public and professional acknowledgement of the significant 
problems caused by Artificial Light at Night (i.e., Light Pollution); energy demands on the electrical 
grid should ultimately decrease.  Reduced electrical grid consumption eliminates the need for the SunZia 
Transmission Project.  ¬
¬
Arizona needs to support meaningful energy reduction (including eliminating all sources of energy wasting 
Light Pollition in the state) and end support to antiquated systems such as the SunZia Transmission 
Project.¬
¬
We request that the Arizona Corporation Commission DENY a Certificate of Environmental Compatibility to 
the SunZia Transmission Project.  Such an action will help bring a future to our state that everyone can 
be proud of and end ties to a century old technology.¬
¬
If the Commission would like more information on the serious human health, wildlife, environmental, energy 
costs, economic, safety and security, astronomy, and cultural heritage impacts of Light Pollution, feel 
free to contact us or visit the International Dark-Sky Association web site (http://www.dark-sky.org).¬
¬
Mike Weasner¬
Chair, Oracle Dark Skies Committee¬
Preserving Arizona’s Oldest Natural Resource: the Night Sky¬
http://www.weasner.com/ODSC¬
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15 January 2016


As Chair of the Oracle Dark Skies Committee, I am writing to you on behalf of 
the Committee and the Community of Oracle, Arizona, to inform you of our 
disappointment with Circle K Stores regarding an issue first raised in 2014.  I 
apologize for the length of this letter, but it is necessary to give you a 
complete understanding of the issue. As you will see, multiple attempts to 
address the issue with the local store and then with Circle K Corporate have 
failed.  We are writing now in hopes that with your assistance we can reach a 
resolution by 5 March 2016, a date of some significance to the local 
community. The significance of that date will be explained at the end of this 
letter.


Oracle Dark Skies Committee

In April 2014, the Oracle Dark Skies Committee was formed to pursue a 
designation of “International Dark Sky Park” (IDSP) for Oracle State Park.  As 
part of that effort the Committee reached out to local homeowners and local 
businesses to raise awareness of the impacts of Light Pollution on human 
health, wildlife, the environment, energy costs, the economy, safety and 
security, astronomy, and our cultural heritage of the night sky.  The local 
support was and continues to be outstanding, with local people appreciating 
the efforts of their neighbors to keep their lights to themselves while still 
getting the results needed.


Circle K included in application process

As detailed in the email of 7 August 2015 (see attachment), we contacted the 
local Circle K store (#2702928) manager Rodney Anderson in the Spring of 
2014 about the unshielded lights from his store.  He was supportive and said 
he would “have to check with Corporate” on a solution.  Based on his 
statements, the Circle K store was highlighted as a concern being addressed 
by the business owner in the application (on page 100) which Oracle State 
Park submitted to the International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) in July 2014.  
The Park was approved as the 20th “International Dark Sky Park” worldwide 
and the first in the Arizona State Parks system in October 2014.  (The 
application can be viewed on the Oracle State Park page at the IDA web site: 
http://darksky.org/idsp/parks/oracle/.)
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P.O. Box 5323 
Oracle, AZ 85623-5323 

520-289-3402 

mweasner@mac.com 
www.weasner.com/ODSC

TO: Circle K Stores Inc

Office of the President

1130 W Warner Rd	 

Tempe, Az 85284

Alimentation Couche-tard Inc

Attn: Brian Hannasch, CEO

4204 Boul Industriel 

Laval, QC H7l 0e3

Canada



Ongoing discussions between ODSC and Circle K

Ongoing discussions were held with Mr. Anderson and his replacement Mr. 
Jong Sim over many months in 2014 and 2015.  Each time assurances were 
received that things were progressing, albeit slowly, to improve the lighting 
over the pump area.  However, at the meeting of 7 August 2015 with Mr. Sim, 
he stated that he no longer knew what or when anything would be done and 
he suggested we contact Circle K Corporate.  Using information on the Circle 
K web site, the first of many emails was sent to Circle K (see the attachment).


We received no response to the initial 7 August 2015 email or its resend on 
29 August 2015. We then learned that Alimentation Couche-tard Inc was the 
Parent of Circle K and sent an inquiry on 19 September 2015 (attached).  On 
29 September 2015, we received a response (attached) from Karla Garsha 
stating that “Management is looking into the concern” and would get back to 
us “soon”.  That was the last response from Circle K, with no responses to 
followup inquiries on 30 October, 4 December, and 5 January. On 8 January 
2016, I met with Mr. Rodney Anderson, who had returned as the store 
manager. He still supports of our efforts but needs Corporate approval.


Therefore, believing that Circle K Corporate and its Parent should be aware of 
both the Light Pollution issue and the perceived lack of Corporate support to 
the local community, we now hope to begin active resolution to the issue 
through this letter to both of you.


Illustrating the Problem

These photographs taken the night of 29 December 2015 illustrate the issue:
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Photo 1 shows the store and the unshielded lights over the pump area.  
Photo 2 is a close-up of the lights showing how they extend beneath the 
ceiling, causing the light to spill well beyond the pump area.  In that photo 
you will also note that one of the light fixtures, which had its glass enclosure 
broken several months ago and was just repaired this week, was adding to 
the dangerous glare shining onto the streets nearby.  Photo 3 shows how the 
light spillage from the pump area even illuminates a hill and building nearly 
one mile from the Circle K store in a photograph of the starry night sky.


Such light, going far beyond the intended use area, is almost certainly an 
extra expense to this Circle K store. As with other businesses in the area, we 
stand ready to provide sources of information about how the store could 
reduce its energy costs, thereby adding to the store profits, while still lighting 
for better safety and security.  And reducing or eliminating Light Pollution 
from the store would demonstrate that Circle K does support the Community 
of Oracle and Oracle State Park, our local “International Dark Sky Park”.


Timeline for resolution

In a longer time frame, we need to update the status of this issue in the next 
Oracle State Park IDSP Annual Update, due 1 October 2016.  


But in a shorter time frame, we would love to see a resolution by Saturday, 5 
March 2016. On that date the Community of Oracle and Oracle State Park 
will be celebrating the First Anniversary of the designation as an 
“International Dark Sky Park”. At that celebration involving local, regional, 
and state-wide officials, and many from the International Dark Sky 
community, we hope that the Executive Director of the Arizona State Parks 
system will be able to publicly thank Circle K and the local store for 
implementing dark sky compliant lighting in support of the Community and 
the Park.
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Closing 

The Committee wishes to thank the local store managers Rodney Anderson 
and Jong Sim for their support and frankness, and hopes that with your 
support, the Circle K store here will be a proud supporter of the Dark Skies 
here in Oracle, Arizona.


If you have any questions about this issue or would like to discuss possible 
solutions, please contact me at 520-289-3402 or mweasner@mac.com.  We 
will provide whatever assistance we can. 


Regards,


Mike Weasner

Chair, Oracle Dark Skies Committee

Preserving Arizona’s Oldest Natural Resource: the Night Sky


atch: emails to and from Circle K
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Attachment: emails to and from Circle K


Subject: Circle K Store in Oracle, AZ, lighting improvements?

Date: Fri, 7 Aug 2015 16:18:47 -0700

To: socialnetworking@circlek.com


I am the Chair of the Oracle Dark Skies Committee (ODSC), which was

formed in April 2014 to pursue the International Dark-Sky Association

"International Dark Sky Park" (IDSP) designation for Oracle State Park

in Oracle, Arizona.  The Park received this important award in October

2014, becoming the 20th park in the world with the designation and the

first in the Arizona State Parks system.  A special award celebration

was held at the Park in March 2015.  The ODSC continues to support the

Park in its nighttime activities to promote awareness of the negative

impacts of light pollution on human health, wildlife, the environment,

energy, the economy, and astronomy.  It also continues to do public

outreach in Pinal County and has been successful at reducing sources of

light pollution in the area.  As a result of the Dark Sky Park

designation we have already seen increases in Oracle State Park visitors

and Park interest from across the state, country, and even

internationally.  Our experiences and the experiences of the other Dark

Sky Places around the world have shown that people want to appreciate a

pristine night sky environment and will travel to locations that have

that.  Additional Oracle State Park visitors brings more people to

Oracle who will spend their money at businesses in Oracle.


In the Spring of 2014, as part of the initial efforts to pursue the IDSP

designation for Oracle State Park, I met with Mr. Rodney Anderson, who

was then the Manager of the Circle K store at 2000 N. American Ave, in

Oracle (store #2702928).  We discussed the lighting over the pump area,

seen in this photo:


I explained to Mr. Anderson that the unshielded light fixtures, which

extend below the ceiling line, made the Circle K store a source of

serious light pollution in Oracle.  These unshielded lights create
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significant glare onto American Ave, shine into nearby homes and

businesses, and even illuminate a hillside several blocks away.  Mr.

Anderson fully understood the concern and indicated he would work to

have a work order created to properly shield the lights over the pumps. 

I assured him that doing so would enhance security and safety in the

pump area and that with proper fixtures, lower wattage bulbs could be

used, reducing electricity costs for his business.  Based on his

statements, the Circle K store was highlighted as a concern that was

being worked by the business owner in the Oracle State Park

"International Dark Sky Park" nomination package submitted to the

International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) in July 2014.  (You can read

the application on the IDA web site at http://darksky.org/oracle.  The

store is discussed on page 100.)


I met with Mr. Anderson and his replacement Mr. Jong Sim several times

over many months in 2014 and 2015.  Each time I was assured that things

were progressing to improve the lighting over the pumps, but it was just

delayed for various reasons.  However, during my last meeting with Mr.

Sim on 7 August 2015, he stated he no longer knew what or when anything

would be happening to improve the lights at his store.  He recommended

that I contact Circle K Corporate to get a status.


An updated document is due to IDA on 1 October 2015 in order to continue

Oracle State Park as an "International Dark Sky Park".  The status of

lighting at the Circle K store needs to be addressed in this update as

it impacts the night sky quality at the Park.  Therefore I am inquiring

about the status of planned lighting improvements at this Circle K store

in Oracle.  Circle K would demonstrate outstanding support to the

community of Oracle and the state of Arizona if the lighting was brought

into compliance with the Pinal County Outdoor Lighting Code 2.195.


I am available to answer any questions you may have about light

pollution, the "International Dark Sky Park" program, and this Circle K

store in particular.  I look forward to working with Circle K to improve

the appearance of this Oracle store, help Circle K improve the quality

of life in Oracle, and protect all our natural resources.


I hope you can respond with positive news in time to meet our IDA

submittal preparation deadline in late September.  Thank you.


----

Same email resent on 29 August 2015.


----
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Subject: Failed Circle K inquiries regarding local store

Date: Sat, 19 Sep 2015 11:18:43 -0700

To: relations.investisseurs@couche-tard.com


I am writing to you as the parent company of Circle K in the United

States.  Please forward this email to the appropriate Couche-Tard

office.20


My attempts to receive a response from Circle K have been unsuccessful

and I hope that you can assist me in making contact with the appropriate

office of Circle K to resolve the issue discussed below.  I need a

response by 24 September 2015 to ensure that Circle K is properly

represented in the document mentioned in my requests to Circle K.20


I have been disappointed that Circle K has failed to respond, not only

to my recent requests, but to the requests made by the local Circle K

store manager over several months. This lack of a response seems to be

contrary to their intent of "community service" cited at

https://www.circlek.com/community-service?language=3Den and reflects

poorly on Circle K and Couche-Tard Inc.


On 8 September 2015 I submitted the following via the Circle K "contact"

online web form (https://www.circlek.com/contact-form):


On 7 August 2015 I submitted an inquiry (below) to the Circle K Arizona

regional office regarding a Circle K store in Oracle, Arizona.  Lacking

a response, I resubmitted the inquiry on 29 August.  After reading my

inquiry I am sure you can understand my disappointment that Circle K

Arizona apparently chose to not respond.  I would appreciate your

response by 18 September 2015 so that I can include an updated status in

the document mentioned in my inquiry.  I can email you the photo

mentioned in the article if you would like it.  Thank you.

----


Followup


Subject: Followup: Failed Circle K inquiries regarding local store

Date: Mon, 28 Sep 2015 09:15:21 -0700

To: relations.investisseurs@couche-tard.com,

 socialnetworking@circlek.com


I am following up on the lack of any response from Circle K regarding an

ongoing situation in Oracle, Arizona (detailed below).  This situation

could have been handled quickly and inexpensively when first raised in

2014.  Unfortunately, the lack of any response has created a lot of

local disappointment in Circle K management.  We still hope that Circle

K wants to support the community of Oracle, but unfortunately, the

failure to respond at all indicate otherwise and reflect very poorly on

your company.
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----


Response:


Subject: FW: Failed Circle K inquiries regarding local store

From: "Garsha, Karla" <KRamirez@CircleK.com>

Cc: "Lajoie, Suzanne" <Suzanne.Lajoie@couche-tard.com>

Date: Tue, 29 Sep 2015 15:23:32 +0000


Mr. Weasner,


Thank you very much for your email.  Management is looking into the 
concern below and will get back to you soon.


Thank you,

Karla

----


That was the last response from Circle K.  Followup inquiries were sent on 30 
October, 4 December, & 5 January), all apparently ignored.
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